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Welcome

Doris T. Myers

elcome to the Twenty-Seventh Annual
Conference of the Mythopoic Society.
Doris Myers' Plenary Presentation and
' Ted Nasmith's Special Exhibit will set
the tone for our Conference. Boulder, set against the
front range of the Rocky Moutains, with the dramatic
'
Flatirons to the south, is an appropriate natural setting
for our theme, The Inklings and Nature. There are
some great views from the campus and we hope that
you have time to experience some of the other
scenery in the area. We have a rather full Mythcon
- on the next few pages we think that you'll find
some events to stimulate and amuse you. As you
check the conference membership you'll find you
have good company with whom to enjoy it.

oris T. Myers, emeritus Professor of English at the University of Northern Colorado, is the author of C. S. Lewis in Context, published by Kent State University
Press in 1994 and winner of the Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in 1995. She has also written an introductory linguistics textbook, Understanding Language,
and numerous articles. She holds a B.S.E. from the
University of Central Arkansas, an M.A. from Ohio·
University, and a Ph.D. from the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.
She has twice served as co-director of the annual C. S. Lewis conference and retreat at St. Andrew's [Benedictine, Roman Catholic] Abbey at Valyermo, California, once with Paul Ford and once with
Father Luke Dysinger.
At the University of Northern Colorado she
taught elementary linguistics, medieval literature,
classical rhetoric, and science fiction.
She retired from teaching in 1994 in order to
write and do research. At present she is working on
two books, not about C. S. Lewis but inspired by him.
One is her own version of Mere Christianity, written
in the autobiographical style of Augustine's Confessions . The other is a modem-spelling version of one
of Lewis's favorite works, The Fairy Queen by Edmund Spenser.
She lives in Greeley, Colorado, with her husband, Tom, and Chewy, an elderly collie.

~

Sincerely,
Bruce Leonard
Chair
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Areas of Specialization: Chaucer, linguistics, classical rhetoric
Research Areas/Interests: C. S. Lewis, Chaucer, text liguistics

PUBLICATIONS
Books:

Credits
Cover art by Ted Nasmith, laser print
from gouache sketch, © Ted Nasmith

Door In The Iii// (T-Shirt design and title
page) by Rowen (Debra Grove)
Fairie Gate by Rowen (Debra Grove)

C. S. Lewis in Context. Kent State University Press. 1994,
230pp.
Received Mythopoeic Society Award for Inklings
Studies,
1995.
Understanding Language. Boynton-Cook, 1984, 2 I 8pp.

Articles:
Rev. of The Skeleton in the Wardrobe: C. S. Lewis's Fantasies:
A Phenomenological Study. The Lamp-Post, 17 (Sept. 1993)
22-28.
"Law and Disorder: Two Settings in That Hideous Strength. "
Mythlore No. 71 (Win. 1993) 9-14.
"Irony and Humor in the Gospel of John." OPTAT: Occasional
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Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics 2:2 (1988) 1/13.
"What Lewis Really Did to The Time Machine and The First
Men in the Moon." Mythlore, No. 49 (Spr. 1987) 47-50, 62.
"The Compleat Anglican: Spiritual Style in the Chronicles of
Namia." The Anglican Theological Review, No. 66 (Apr.

Artist Guest of Honor

Ted Nasmith

1984) 148-60.
"Lord Peter Wimsey's Answer to Pilate." Cimarron Review, No.
33 (Oct. 1975) 26-34.
"Focus and 'Moralite' in The Nun's Priest's Tale."' Chaucer
Review 7 (Win. 1973) 210-20.
"Justesse ratioMelle: Le 'Myrie Tale in Prose' de Chaucer."
Le Moyen Age (1972) 267-86.
"The Sexual Politics of Robert A. Heinlein." Arizona English
Bulletin, Fall, 1972, 49-52.
"Brave New World: The Status of Women According to
Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams." Cimarron Review, No. 16
(Oct. 1971) 13-19.
"History of an Ozark Utopia." Arkansas Historical Quarterly t 4
(1955) 359-73.
(Nominated for best AHQ essay of the

ed Nasmith is an award winning artist
amazing paintings have graced the
~]~annual Tolkien Calendan for 1987, 1988,
~~ I 990, I 992, and his art is featured in the
~ whose

year.)
"Another Grief Observed: A Conversation with C. S. Lewis."
The Lamp-Post, 14 (Dec. 1990) 15-22.
"Comparing Two Science Fiction Novels." Signal: Special
Interest Group - a Network on Adolescent Literature I 0
(1985), 1-2.
"True Speech in the Fantasies of Tolkien and LeGuin." Forum
Linguisticum 7 (Dec. 1982) 9@-106.

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS
Dec. 30, 1995. "C. S. Lewis: The Dinosaur as Modernist."
Modem Language Association, Chicago, Ill.
Nov. t 3, 1993. "The Importance of Being Fantastic." Keynote
address of UNC Sigma Tau Delta's Symposium, "The Importance of Being Fantastic."
Jul. 26-30, t 993. Co-Director (with Fr. Luke Dysinger) of the
Southern California C. S. Lewis Society's Conference on the
Ransom Trilogy at Valyenno, California.
Aug. 17-22, 1987. Co-Director (with Paul F. Ford) of the
Southern California C. S. Lewis Society's Conference on the
Chronicles ofNamia at Valyenno, California.
Mar. 1981. "True Speech in the Fantasies of Tolkien and
LeGuin." Conference on Linguistics and the Humanities,
Univ. of Texas at Arlington.

Mythcon XXVII
Souvenir T-Shirts
The T-shirt uses the design by Rowen (Debra
Grove) Door in the Hill. Her art features the
Flatirons, a Celtic "hollow hill" and a border of
native plants & animal tracks in hunter green on
"natural". Price $13.98 + $1.02 tax for sizes XXL
& XXXL; all other sizes $13.05 + $.95 tax

1996 Tolkien Calendar. Ted won the 19941.O.D.E.
award for The Dreams of Aengus and was nominated
for the Ruth Schwartz award. The exhibit is expected
to feature a large number and variety of works rarely
exhibited together. Also, new sketches, many based
on The Silmaril/ion, will be shown. These neverbefore-seen works may be our first peek at the 1999
Calendar. If we can find a guitar Ted has agreed to
do a song or two. We' ll find a guitar.
Ted writes, "I'm very much looking forward to
this year's Mythcon as Artist Guest of Honor. This
past year I've been busy, when time allows, making a
series of sketches that constitute something of a
comprehensive vision of The Silmarillion. This has
involved dozens of thumbnail drawings, and then in
several cases (somewhat in order of priority) further
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development of drawings and full-color miniatures.
All this is in contrast to the more haphazard method
I've used to produce the Lord of the Rings illustrations of the past 10 years.
At this year's Mythcon I will present much of
this new material, whether as originals in the art
display or as slides during scheduled events. In
addition I will show a number of finished originals

previously published or exhibited. I hope also to
bring one or more of the new illustrations in final
full-size format to the Con. Along with the Tolkien
artwork, I plan to display, in some form at least, some
of the other projects, past and present, that may be of
interest to members. I look forward to taking part in
various discussions and debates and even singing a
few ofmy Tolkien-based songs.''

MASQUERADE
Dressing-up is a long standing tradition in literary fandom . It's a great way to get into the spirit of any convention
and gives one a way to break away from the mundane 9 to 5 world. There is no need to spend a lot of time or money to
create a costume (some of us do this, however, out of a mad compulsion. The reason for which, we have yet to
discover). So, in keeping with the costume mania we say:
COME ONE, COME ALL.. .. To the COSTUME MASQUERADE. If you are tempted, but are afraid of the
competition, or that your entry will not be well-received, relax ... the major focus of this costume masquerade is that
everyone have a good time- especially the masqueradeants. We like to encourage the new costumers, the old costumers,
and the "just-for-grins" entries. PARTICULAR EMPHASIS WILL BE ON THE FANTASY GENRE. If you have a
costume you like but are nervous about presenting it in front of an audience, our costume masquerade coordinator can
help with advice about masquerade logistics and presentation.
Registration for the masquerade will occur when the main registration table opens on Saturday. We will have a table
adjacent to the main one that will be clearly marked. The masquerade will be scheduled for Saturday night. For your
infornmtion here are some rules/guidelines that you should know as you plan your costume and presentation.
I) All costumes must be original, that is, no rented or professionally obtained costumes will be allowed to compete
(unless you made it yourself and you are, in fact, a professional). If you are wearing a costume created for you by
someone else, that person is the one to be credited in the competition. Purchased or professionally made props and
accessories are pennitted.
2) Dramatic presentations, speeches or skits must be kept to one minute or less. Be advised that action is generally
better than words. Plan a presentation that will give the judges enough time to view your costume from all angles
and that will draw any attention to any points of interest. Presentation can make a novice costume great and can
break an advanced one. If you're in this just for laughs, then, have at it!
3) We want this masquerade to be safe, therefore, blades, other dangerous weapons and props are not allowed. Combat
routines are prohibited as a high level of competence and practice must be demonstrated before such routines would
be remotely considered. Unfortunately we have neither the time nor the means available to us to make any such
assessment. Also, fire flame projectile weapons or other dangerous stunts will not be allowed.
4) Try to make the costume comfortable to wear and well-ventilated. Mobility and visual acuity in a mask are other
considerations. Also, no messy or sticky substances (wet, dry, or oily) are allowed as part of the costume or
presentation. Other costumes have been damaged due to contact with such drek, as well as judges removing points
from the score of the offending costume after they had been hit by flying mucus.
5) Nudity ... There is a saying among costumers, "No costume is .. No costume." In other words, just showing off your
fleshy parts docs not constitute a costume. The convention coordinator and the costume masquerade coordinator
reserve the right to render an entry ineligible for competition if it is considered inappropriate for this venue.
(Besides you couldn't compete in your birthday suit anyway, because it violates rule #1. You can't take credit for
mom and dad's work).
6) Costumes that took an award at the previous Mythcons are not pennitted to compete. You are welcome to show it off
as a non-competing entry.
7) There will be no technical support for you. If you have a previously recorded presentation you must be able to air it
through your own P.A. system. (If you have this option available to you, many experiences show that this can be
more efficient than a live verbal presentation). There will also be an emergency repair kit upon the premises prior to
the masquerade so there is no reason for stress and many reasons to join us and have a vary good time.
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Special Events & Entertainments
Programming
II programming -will be in the University Memorial Center (UMC) (Campus Map, 82) except the
Planetarium program (map A). The programming
•
begins 2:00 pm Friday and will pause at 3:30 pm
to allow walk time to the Fiske Planetarium for a musical
interlude and Gary Hunnewell's presentation of Tolkien 's Romantic View of Astronomy at 4 pm Friday. The evening will
feature the fonnal opening of Ted Nesmith's Special Exhibit
followed by Avalon Rising in concert. Saturday morning will
begin with the traditional procession, followed by Dr. Myers'
plenary presentation, "Hrossa, Pigs, and Teddy Bears: The
Animal Kingdom According to C.S. Lewis". Saturday evening
will feature The Undying Land and other entertainments. If you
stay up late and don't Bardic come on down and play Golfimbul. Sunday evening will be the traditional banquet followed by
Ted Nasmith's plenary presentation and the Not Ready For
Mythcon Players.

Art Show & Dealers' Room

A val on Rising
On Friday evening, Mythcon is pleased to welcome AVAi.ON
R1s1NG. Some of you will remember this band from their
performance last year (Sunday afternoon) at Mythcon XXVI.
They will perfonn selections from The Starlit Jewel, their new
recording of musical settings of the songs of J.R.R. Tolkien, as
performed on Celtic harp, guitar, mandola, recorder, percussion,
and vocals. This project, four years in the making, includes
music by fantasy author Marion Zimmer Bradley and others, and
has been produced with the full approval of the Tolkien Estate.
AVALON R1s1NG, on tour from Oakland, California, consists of

The opening for the Art Show and the Dealers' Room is set
for 2:00 pm Friday. Day passes to the Ted Nasmith Exhibit, the
Art Show and Dealers' Room will be available to the general
public for $2 per day.

Art Show
The list of artists includes Paula DiSante, Debra Grove, G.
R. Grove, Julie Nowak and Sarah Beach. Several folks plan to
'pool' their Pat Wynne pieces to show, so we will still have
some Pat Wynne. Ted Nasmith's Special Exhibit will be in the
West Ball Room next to the Glenn Miller Lounge. The Art
Show will also contain an exhibit from the eclectic Tolkien
collections of Gary Hunnewell and Bruce Leonard. It may tum
out to be over-stimulating in the usual delicious Mythcon sense.

Art Auction
The Art Auction will be part of the society auction on
Sunday afternoon. Pieces with more than one bid will be set for
auction. Acquisitions may be paid for only with cash or check.

Dealers' Room
Iron Crown Enterprises.
Philip Kaveny
Mythopoeic Society
Mythcon XXVII T's
Rainbow Wardrobe
Terry Buswell
Regular programming will run from 11 :00 am to 5:00 pm
Saturday, 9:00 am to 3:00 pm Sunday and 9:00 am to 11 :00 am
Monday. It will conclude with the closing ceremonies from
11 :00 am to noon Monday morning.
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Getting to Know Boulder
Boulder, Colorado sits at an elevation of 6000
feet at the western edge of the Great Plains, right
against the front range of the Rocky Mountains.
This natural setting with its scenic mountain views
provides an ideal setting for "The Inklings and
Nature". Chatauqua Park, Even Fine Park, and the
Boulder Creek Trails provide for some very scenic
hiking. Bike and roller blade rentals are available
as well as a skateboard park. Boulder is also home
to the main campus of the University of Colorado.
The presence of the University attracts an interesting variety of things to do. The Pearl Street
Mall brings together some very unique stores,
galleries and coffee shops. Also close to the
campus is Crossroads Mall. There are concerts
and a variety of musical entertainment around
town. Boulder is also frequently the host to many
festivals and special events such as the annual
Shakespeare Festival held in an outdoor theater on
the University Campus. Boulder is twenty-five
minutes from downtown Denver and sixty minutes
from Estes Park, gateway to Rocky Mountain
National Park with its abundant wild life and
spectacular views of the Continental Divide.

Margaret Davis, vocals, flute, Celtic harp and recorders;
Kristoph Klover, vocals, guitars, mandola and oboe; and
Deirdre McCarthy, bodhran, vocals, doumbek, tar, congas,
bones, zils and riq. The group plays "Celtic fusion", a blend of
Celtic folk, Medieval, and original music.

a Chocolate Suicide cake.
To get into the Banquet you will need your stamped card.
The vegetarians should put their green card at their place so the
servers know who should receive the vegetarian meal.

Calling all Elvish Impersonators!

Banquet
The banquet will begin at 6: 15 pm, Sunday in the Glenn
Miller Ballroom. Menu: Choice of Salmon or Vegetarian
Napoleon. The Vegetarian Napoleon is a marvelous layered
creation with Portobcllo mushrooms, mashed potatoes, sauteed
eggplant, and red Bell peppers with olive oil. The salmon is
fresh Coho. They are complimented with field greens and
mixed greens and French vinaigrette, white and wild rice, green
beans with almonds & baby carrots, and herbed rolls. Beverage
choices include coffee, tea-iced or hot, beer or wine. Dessert is

Put on your pointy ears and blue suede shoes, because
there's going to be an Elvish Impersonators contest at Mythcon!
Please register at the masquerade registration table.

Connie Willis - Questions & Answers
Connie Willis is an internationally-known award-winning
science fiction author. She is the author of Doomsday Book,
winner of the Nebula and Hugo Awards for Best Science Fiction
Novel, Lincoln's Dreams, winner of the John W. Campbell
Award for Best Science Fiction Novel, Remake, currently nomi-

fifK & :8ar6ic <tircfes
fri6e11> nigijt is tije fifK Circfe. "filli" mer{> 6e 6efine6, foosefv, as 6eri-oath>e materiaf o~en of a fjumorous
nature. Jln exampfe woufb 6e our tra6itionaf en6,of,conference song, "U>fjat .Jl:>o l)ou .Jl:>o witfj a ll:>runken
i,o66it?". tfje .Satur6al) an6 .Sun6al) ::Sar6ic Circfe5 are for originaf an6 tra6itionaf 6ar6ic works. l':)fease, no
5erious epic poetrv at tije filli Circfe, an6 no filli at tfje ::Sar6ic Circfes.
U>ijen vou atten6 5ucfj a circfe, pfease folfow tfjese gui6efines:
tfje tum wilf pas5 aroun6 tfje circfe. l,9fease wait untif tfje mo6erator calfs upon vou. .longer sefection5 5fjoufb
6e 6roken 6own into parts or reseroe6 for tfje fater part of tfje Circfe. Jl6uft materiaf 5fjoufb 6e Teseroe6 for
tfje fateT part of tfje e-oening, an6 au6ience mem6eT5 5fjoufb 6e wame6 6efore a piece witfj a6uft content OT
in questiona6fe taste is peTforme6. tije mo6erator fjas -oeto poweTS!
.Sijort intro6uctions are appTopriate. l':)fease telf tfje au6ience wfjo wrote tfje work vou are a6out to perform, an6
set tije piece in context if it's from a faTger work.
tfjere mer{> 6e au6ience mem6eT5 wfjo are fjearing impaire6. If someone is speecfj rea6ing l)OUT performance,
tum vour face towar6 tfjat person an6 Temem6er to enunciate. If vou fjofb a 5cript in front of l)Our face,
e-oen tijose wfjo fjear welf mer{> fose some of l)OUT wor6s.
Imtrumentali5t5, pfease tune 6efore tfje Circfe or 6uring 6reak5.
6Toup performances are wefcome.
tfjose wfjo wisfj to listen witijout performing are wefcome. U>fjen vouT tum comes, simpfv telf tfje mo6erator
tfjat l'OU wisfj to pa55.
Jlftemati-oefv, vou mer{> request a piece of anotfjer performeT in5tea6 of passing or pfcr{>ing vourself. tfje
performer is free to 6ecfine. l)ou mer{> make a generaf Tequest, sucfj as ".Jl:>oes anvone linow 'tfje Queen of
Jlir an611:)arltness'?".
l)ou mav request tfjat someone efse rea6 vouT originaf worli.
l':)fease 6o not sing afong or join in tfje cfjoruses unfess in-oite6 to 6o 50 6v tfje performeT.
l)ou mer{> tape anp performance onfp witij tije permission of tfjat performer. If vou 6o not wisfj to 6e tape6, a
generaf announcement 6efore vou 6egin is appTopriate.
l':)fease 6o not fecroe tfje room 6uring a peTformance. If pou enter 6uring a performance, pfease 6o 50
uno6trusi-oefv.
~efresfjment5 are wefcome; tfjere wilf 6e refresfjment 6reak5 6etween roun6s. tfje con suite is acro55 tfje fjalf,
an6 tfjere is a guest 6atfjroom 6etween tije 6ar6ic area an6 tije con suite.
tijose wisijing to con-oerse sijoufb retire to tije con suite or con-oerse 6uring 6reak5.
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nated for the Hugo Award for Best Science Fiction Novel,
Uncharted Territory and the short story collections Fire Watch
and Impossible Things,. Her most recent novel, Bellwether, is
concerned with fads, scientific breakthroughs, chaos theory, and
sheep. Willis has won an unprecedented total of six Nebula
Awards (given by the Science Fiction Writers of America) and
five Hugo Awards (given by the World Science Fiction Convention), and is the first author to have ever won in all four fiction
categories.
Willis is a long-time lover of Tolkien's work, and of that of
the other Inklings, most especially Charles Williams. On her
first trip to England, she made the pilgrimage to the Eagle and
Child, where the Inklings read their manuscripts. On her latest
trip, she visited Charles Williams' s grave.
Ms. Willis will do a reading and take questions and will
participate in the Charles Williams panel.

Elvish Programming
To take advantage of the extraordinary setting of the planetarium, a musical interpretation of the Elves under the stars will
be presented. Arden Smith will give a two hour Elvish linguistic workshop on the Tengwar "or Sarati" of Rumil. There will
be a nature-walk with Elvish subtitles Sunday Morning at 7:00
am. A panel will bring you up to date on Elvish Lingustics.

Game Room
The game persons are Kevin & Sedona Maniak. The
following events are currently planned:
The Hobbit Board Game
Middle Earth: The Wizards card game tournaments
MERP
First Age: The Fall of Gondolin
Second Age: Voyages of the Dunedain
Second Age: Of the Rings of Power and the Flight of
the Elven-Rings
Fourth Age: The Shire
The game room will be located in a large lounge in the South
East Lounge in Libby Hall.
I.C.E. in July! Iron Crown Enterprises will run a demonstration area for Middle-earth: The Wizards and The Dragons
card games in the game room.

Panels
Dr. William Sarjeant/Golden Age Fantasists
Patricia Vivien Yarrow/Nature Reflects Nature
David Lenander/Children's Fantasy
Patricia Vivien Yarrow/The Emerald Forest movie and seminar
-- a late night affair
Arden Smith/Elvish Linguistic Studies Update
Notice of Special Panel
We have been invited to observe a very unusual event.
Sandra Haynes, Ph. D., candidate for licensure as a psychologist
in the State of Colorado, has graciously consented to allow us to
observe her first therapy meeting with her new group, those
suffering from culture shock upon encountering the "real
world." How does a dragon deal with a world that suffers from
a scarcity of maidens? Can a dwarf adjust to a system no longer
on the gold standard? Observers are assured that Dr.
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€ncbanting
€tiquette
Jlt m-t,tfjcon JO(l.)Il 1>ou wiff fin6 1>ourseff
in some 5ituatiotl5 tfjat ma1> 6e new to 1>ou.
-Cfje foffowing tip5 mQl> 6e of assistance:
J\nimaf Etiquette J\mong tfje non,fjuman
guests of m-t,tfjcon JOEt>II \)OU mQl> encounter
6east5 (usuaff1> of tfje canine variet1>) wfjo are
a5515ting a person witfj a 6isa6ilit1>. U>fjen 1")U
encounter tfjese assistance 6easte, pfease fof,
fow tfjeee gui6efines:
:}9fease 6o not fee6, pet, or otfjerwise inter,
fere witfj tfjeee 6east5 wfjife tfjq are working.
If 1>ou tfjink tfje 6east ma11 6e off,6ut1> an6
want to pet it, ask tfje owner for permission

fir5t.
It 15 fine to ask que5tione a6out tfje 6east,
6ut remem6er tfjat its owner ma11 like 11ou to
know fjer or fjimself 6efore 1>ou know tfje 6east.
If tfje 6east interferes witfj 1>ou, pfease in,
form tfje owner.
Otfjer 'llton,fjuman 6ue5t5 (.fbaff toe,
tumee) - .§ome of tfje conference participants
mQl> 6e in co5tume. :}9eT50tl5 wfjo are in cos,
tume ma11 OT ma11 not afso 6e in pereona to
matcfj; 6e prepare6 for unusuaf 6efjavior. J\IT
costume weapotl5 efjouf6 6e peace 6on6e6; reaf
weapons are not permitte6. 'Remem6er to ask
permi55ion 6efore taking pfjotograpfj5 or vi6eo,
taping.
J\rt .§fjow - 'Remem6er tfjat pfjotograpfje
an6 vi6eotaping are not permitte6 in tfje art
5fjow. l)ou mQl> 6e aske6 to cfjeck farge itetn-5
6efore entering tfje art efjow. If 1>ou purcfjaee
an item at tfje quick safe price, pfeaee affow it
to 6e 6ispfa1>e6 untif after tfje auction; or, if
1>ou are a one,6Q1> participant, pick it up at tfje
en6 of 11our 6Q11.
:}9et"formance5 - Jlu6io an6 vi6eo taping
are not pmnitte6 6uring an1> performance un,
fe5e previousf1> autfjori3e6. 'llto ffaefj pfjotogra,
pfjl' 6uring performance5, pfeaee! -Cfjere wiff
6e pfjoto opportunities after tfje pfQll.
t>ice5 - .Smoking 15 not peTmitte6 in anl'
6uif6ing on campus. -Cfje fegaf6rinliing age in
tofora6o 15 21. :}9feaee 6e aware tfjat afcofjof
wiff affect 1>ou more quiclifl' at fjigfjer afti,

tu6ee.

Haynes' clients will be on the other side of a one-way mirror,
and thus represent no threat, even should they forget themselves
and act as would be acceptable in their own cultural contexts.

Not The Usual
Tourist Attraction

Papers
There are a number of papers being presented at this years
Mythcon. A complete listing of these is given in the following
section.

Looking for things to do and see in the Denver
Try the

Planetarium Presentation

TAlTERED COYER
BOOKSTORE

Middle-earth astronomy - Tolkien's Romantic View of
Astronomy - by the Hildifons Took - still away from Tuckborough, preceded by a musical presentation of the Eldar under the
Stars. This will take place at Friday 4:00 pm at Fiske Planetarium (see Campus Map, #27). The walk takes thirteen minutes
from the UMC.

Four floors of books, the largest book store in
the area. Located at 2955 E. 1st Ave across from
the Cherry Creek Mall. Caution: it can be dangerous to go there with a credit card.

Pun Contest
The Pun Contest will be a verbal melee; the last tongue
wagging stands to win. It will be held in the Piano Lounge at
Libby Hall, 9:30 Friday night.

saying, never forgotten the joy of the wind in her hair and
the grass beneath her feet. Her eyes may be blind, but
her inner sight is clear and true. Let her friends tease her
all they like; she will never turn her back on the wonder
and magic she has found in the world . Not when she was
a child, and especially not now that she has grown up.
Not now, when she needs that magic more than ever.
Tom thinks Lucinda' s fantasies are ridiculous. The
way to overcome the pain in life is to face it, not to
pretend it doesn ' t exist. Though young. Tom has faced
more than his share of anger and despair, and come away
stronger than before. He is a survivor. If that means
spending his life alone, he will survive that, too. If only
he can find the key that will unlock the music trapped
inside him ...
In the Land Beyond, the world that Lucinda dreams
of and Tom knows cannot exist, something is wrong.
Death has come into the Land, and is slowly taking it.
On the existence of ththat Land rests the survival of all
others. The Fair Folk are powerless to stop the destruction . In a last, desperate measure, they send for help.
Who can face Death? Can anyone save
The Undying Land?"

Cbr 6ar1b is 6ineint
f«l 1hr Ringint
Of 111 l"lcr -Voiae R.aiecd in 8o11jll
6n1tr

H New Musical fanta&)'

by Patricia Vi\lim Yarrow
aoltilionll 111U8ic bJI O.rks Comln

,...._. •1 and lcat,,ri.,

•""'-of Rid ROCMC--nr,Colr.,

................. ., ""__,.,,

and Mrr,opoltan 81111 Colr., of Dnncr

f)Tt\!itw Ourada)', Jul, 15, ioo6. 7.x, p.m.

Red Rodie CommunifJ' Cbcatn
woo Ulcat 8ixtb lhmut. t.wwood. Colorado
Cithrta 5-00 ~tll - -f.00 8tudmtll and 8tnion
Rcecrftlione: (io>) 911 ... isS

Video Program

f)Ttmim at M,rbCon XXVll
6aturda,. Jul, 17. l9o6

0. Oniffl'lli!J' of Colorado - Bouldn. Colorado
lnfonnation: J). 0 Box ~
Cinlcton CO

Norman Breth has a full video schedule, many by special
request, including videos for the kids during the day. There will
be a screening of The Emerald Forest (probably Sunday night)
followed by a discussion. Don't miss Norman ' s special video:
music by Queen, Vid Clips from Rankin & Bass. Oh my!

8ot6t->819

The Undying Land
A musical fantasy by Patricia Vivien Yarrow with contributions from Charles Corrales, Ronda Del Boccio, Martina
Grasse, Debra Grove, and Kirk Ahren Jenson.
"Lucinda has always been different. She has never
lost the ability to hear what the creatures around her are

Special Events to 'fill up the
corners'
Society Auction, Masquerade, and for those who do not
sleep, at least at night, the Bardic Circle (see insets for more
information on the Masquerade and Bardic Circles).
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Papers and Presentations
Jane Bigelow - Reading "The Balance"
Jane Bigelow has had several fantasy short stories published
in such places as Tales of the Unanticipated, Haunts, Mythic
Circle, and Free Amazons of Darkover. She has also published
a variety of nonfiction and poetry. Ms. is a reference librarian al
the Englewood Public Library, specializing in the young adult
area and in computer & CD-ROM sources and troubleshooting.
Jane writes, " I'd like to read "The Balance", which I think
ties in well with the nature theme. There's an ecological conflict
between human beings and dragons, shown in the conflict
between two mothers. "The Balance" was published in Haunts
in their Spring 1993 issue.
Janice Bogstad - "The Science/Magic Cusp: The Fifteenth
Century in Crowley, Eco, Gentle and Selected Contemporary
Fantasy"
Rosicrucian philosophy and the interdependency of belief in
magic, alchemy, astrology and modem science in the late t 5th
century form the core of inquiry in the fiction of three contemporary authors with varying degrees of fame . Umberto Eco' s
major work, Foucault 's Pendulum tells the story of this significant formative period in Western culture from the perspective of
the twentieth century. John Crowley, in Lillie Big, but even
more so in AEgypt and love and Sleep, juxtaposes famous
fifteenth century scientists and alchemists and their practices
with twentieth century followers. Mary Gentle has chosen to
create an alternative history, in Rats and Gargoyles, Architecture of Desire and selections from a short story collection,
Scholars & Soldiers. Her characters are successful in their use
of the alchemical arts and references to the Rosicrucians
abound. This paper will contrast the three pictures of the t 5th
century paradigm shift and the value of these three fictional
techniques for exploring it, as well as their many references to
older fictional works that carry similar messages.
David Bratman - "Tolkien and the Counties of England"
Tolkien and the Counties of England: Tolkien professed a
special love for Worcestershire, the county of origin of his
mother's family. His feeling for landscape also expressed itself
in his mythologization of the villages and counties around him,
in The Book of Lost Tales, the Little Kingdom of Farmer Giles,
the Shire of the Hobbits, and Tom Bombadil. This paper
explores the history and geography of English counties, in an

effort to understand just what Tolkien was reacting to, and
attempts a brief comparison ofTolkien's and others' reactions to
special English landscapes.
- - - " Hugo Dyson: Inkling, Teacher, Bon Vivant"
The Inklings were more than just Tolkien, Lewis, and
Williams. To understand the group and its dynamics, we must
study the other members as well. In this, the centenary year of
his birth, it's appropriate to take a look at perhaps the most
colorful Inkling, H. V.D. "Hugo" Dyson ( 1896-1975).
Part of the paper will discuss Dyson's evolving role as an
Inkling, from the early l930's when he was an energizer of
conversations and a catalyst in Lewis's conversion, to the late
1940's when he was perceived as something of a disruptive
influence on meetings. Here I will focus on his changing
relationships with the Lewis brothers and Tolkien, demonstrating that however exasperating they may have found him at
times, there was a genuine friendship beneath it. And, with
some caution, we can see how both the comic and spiritual sides
of Dyson's personality manifested themselves in the character of
Arundel Lowdham in Tolkien's "The Notion Club Papers".
I will also discuss pyson's academic career as an English
don: his acquaintance (rare for an Inkling) with contemporary
literary and social figures; his role in energizing and developing
the teaching of English at Reading University, and his later
teaching career at Oxford; his inspiring style as a tutor; what
clues can be gathered as to his critical method and opinions
from his few writings, mostly on Shakespeare, Pope, and
Wordsworth; and his late blooming as a public man of letters.
A generous selection of the jokes and anecdotes about
Dyson will be retold along the way.

Joe Christopher - "The Nature Poetry of C. S. Lewis": Parts
I and II
I will limit this to poems from Lewis's Poems. I want to start
with the passage about the love of nature from The Four Loves;
then (perhaps) call Lewis as living in a more sophisticated age
than the early Romantics, a Silver Age to their Golden. But,
whether or not I make that argument, the poems I want to
discuss are:
As imagined beginnings-"Le Roi S'Amuse"
"The Adam at Night"

Poetry Workshop by Professor Michael R. Collings, Cancelled
Most unfortunately Professor Collings and his wife have been plagued with health problems. They will be unable to
attend Mylhcon this year. We wish them speedy and full recoveries. We trust next year Professor Collings will be able
to present his workshop and paper and share his poetry and art at Pepperdine for Mylhcon XXVII.
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As Silver Age Romanticism-"What the Bird Said Early in the Year"
"Pattern"
As worries about mankind's destruction of nature-"The Future of Forestry"
"The Magician and the Dryad"
This is not an exhaustive list, but I think most of the other
poems would be mentioned only in passing. I take "The
Meteorite" and "Late Summer" to be allegorical poems, not
really about nature; "Pan's Purge," "Lines during a General
Election," and "The Condemned" are related to the third of my
groupings.
Marta Gracia de la Puerta - "Tolkien's Concept of Nature:
Correlations with Galicia's Sense of Nature"
Steve Deyo - "Mytho-Poetic Diction: The Origins of
Mythopoeia in the Works of Owen Barfield"
An examination of (a) the roots in Barfield and others of the
lnklingesque theme of the richness of metaphor-e.g., Hebrew
ruach means spirit and wind with no bounds between the
physical and the metaphysical and (b) instances where Barfield's
influence surfaces in the works of Tolkien and Lewis.
- - - "'A Secret Vice' Reexamined: A Present-Day Etiology"
A phalanx of modem-day glossopoeists are following in
Tolkien's steps, applying themselves for esthetic and literary
purposes to the "secret vice" which Tolkien rarely revealed,
even as they refuse to accede to the mundane world's demands
that they take up a more socially acceptable (read mindless) vice
such as television, sports, alcohol, or Internet chat rooms.
David Downing - "Development of Lewis' Otherworldly Nature Imagery"
Tina Fields - "Change in Human Perception of Animals
Through the Ages"
The Inklings were influenced heavily by the mythologies of
the world, and other-than-human beings figure prominently in
their works. I therefore offer a slide show and discussion about
how human perceptions of other animals have changed over the
ages, as seen through artwork depicting cross-cultural stories
and myths. Ranging from early shamanic cultures, wherein
shapeshifting with various species' parts was common, through
Mesopotamia and Egypt, wherein gods had animal heads, down
into the medieval depiction of animals as aspects of the Devil,
and beyond, the human "fall up" will be documented.
Verlyn Flieger - "The Green World in Conflict: Nature and
Culture in Tolkien's Middle-earth"
J. R. R. Tolkien's deeply-held reservations about the consequences for the natural world of industrialization and mechanization are emphatically stated in his essay "On Fairy-stories"
and imaginatively presented in his treatment of Saruman and all
his works in The Lord of the Rings. Less well recognized is
Tolkien's ambivalence in regard to the conflict between wild
nature and nature under cultivation. The dichotomy which
Tolkien sees and presents is not a simple one of clean air

and water replaced by smoke and fumes, as in 1hc dan1age
wrought by Saruman in lsengard and his later. ddiberate destruction of the rural, idyllic Shire. Tolkien's vision is complicated by his irresolute concern about the equally far-reaching,
though less visibly destructive replacement of the unfettered
wildness of the Green World by the pastoral but still humandominated world of tilled field and fenced pastures.
My paper will explore this conflict as expressed in the
relationship between the Shire and the Old Forest with particular attention to Tom Bombadil and Willow Man; in the relationship between the Enis and the Entwives with particular attention
to Treebeard; and in the dialogue between Yavanna and Aule in
The Si/maril/ion. My contention will be that these examples
embody a conflict that Tolkien never fully resolved, and that
their blurring of the too arbitrary distinctions between "good"
and "evil" that careless readers tend to find in his fiction both
complicates and enriches the texture of his work.
Michael A. Foster - "The Forest and the I lall: Nature and
Man in Smith of Wooton Major"
Diana Pavlac-Glyer - "An Antidote to Shadowlands"
While the recent film Shadowlands had many strengths, it
also was deceptive in its portrayal of Lewis's life. In this paper,
I address one key concern: In the film, Lewis is presented as a
person who lived a completely sheltered life and knew nothing
of struggle and grief. In reality, Lewis faced a number of
difficult and disappointing experiences.
To highlight this contrast, I discuss Lewis's childhood experiences with his mother's death, and his time in oppressive
boarding schools. I outline his war experiences, including his
injury. I also consider the frustrations he experienced as an
Oxford don who could not get promoted. Lewis was well
acquainted with hardship, and that is one of the reasons for the
effectiveness of his writing.
This presentation is highlighted by 60 slides showing scenes
from Lewis's life, and it features extensive quotations from his
books, diaries, and letters.
- - - Presentation: Smoke on the Mountain by Joy Davidman
C. S. Lewis's wife, Joy Davidman, was an accomplished
writer, but few are familiar with her work. In this presentation,
I will give a brief discussion of her literary accomplishments,
and then read the introductory chapter of Smoke on the Mountain, her study of the ten commandments. It is a marvelous
work, well suited for reading aloud. Afterwards, I will lead a
discussion.
Wayne Hammond and Christina Scull - "Views and Visions
of Nature in Tolkien's Art"
This presentation will further develop ideas from J. R.R.
Tolkien: Artist & Illustrator. Tolkien's topographical and naturalistic paintings and drawings will be considered. llis choices
of subject and technique will be discussed, and in some cases
compared to the actual places depicted. We would also discuss
how some of his illustrations of Middle-earth were adapted from
real landscapes, while others reflected inner visions.
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Susanne E. Hill Ethics"

"C.S. Lewis on Animals, Nature and

Gary Hunnewell - "The Astronomy of Durin's Day"
David Hyttenrauch Hobbit"

"An Elemental Cosmology for the

Michael Johnson - "How Many Eldila Can Dance on the
Head of a Pin?"
As C. S. Lewis properly implied (The Discarded Image,
c.6), the old riddle, "How many angels can dance on the head of
a pin?", concerns far more than just angels and pinheads. It
seeks to locate the very juncture point of all things natural and
super-natural. It was anything but a superficial question on an
irrelevant matter.
This study will propose a fuller understanding of the old
question, as a sevenfold definition of the boundaries of Nature
herself. In medieval terms, it can be seen as the undergirding of
the formal scholastic system of education - the quadrivium and
trivium. In his 'space trilogy,' C.S. Lewis used the medieval
curriculum as a conceptual underpinning of the plot. In these
terms, this paper analyses the structuring of Out of the Silent
Planet with reference to riddles in general, and angels in particular.
In Out of the Silent Planet, Nature does its own thing, in the
tradition of Albertus Magnus. Humanity faces the riddle of the
normative bounds of its understanding and, with the help of the
angels, prepares to move beyond those bounds.
In the neo-platonic tradition, Nature reveals higher truths to
the one who correctly divines and defines language: Ransom
learns from the eldila, and in so doing discovers how many
angels do dance on the head of a pin after all.
Alexei Kondratiev - An Cuma Faoin Sc:eal? (Does the Story
Matter?) Two Celtic-Language Writers of Modern Fantasy:
Seamus Mac Annaidh and Robin Llywelyn.
A very large number of English-language fantasy works
have been inspired by Celtic myth and legend. There has long
been a tendency to see the Celtic world as a kind of Romantic
"Other", a magical twin to the English-speaking world, exotic
and yet familiar. This has posed a problem for native speakers
of Celtic languages and their continuing literary tradition.
Celtic-language writers are well aware of the image their heritage has acquired within English-language fantasy literature,
yet they themselves have a very different perspective on that
heritage: they cannot, of course, experience it as exotic in the
same way, and the stories have certain specific cultural resonances for them that are not available to someone who was not
raised in a Celtic-speaking milieu. In reaction to what they see
as the exploitation and falsification of their tradition and the
stereotyped association of the term "Celtic" with an inaccurate
Romanticism, many modem Celtic-language writers have deliberately shied away from fantasy. Among the youngest generation of writers, however, a more healthy and creative attitude
towards fantasy and the Celtic mythological tradition is emerging. The most promising of these writers are undoubtedly
Seamus Mac Annaidh in Ireland and Robin Llywelyn in Wales.
A resident of Enniskillen in Co, Fermanagh (Northern Ire-

land), Seamus Mac Annaidh published his first novel,
Cuaifeach mo londubh bui ('Tempest My Yellow Blackbird' the title is difficult to render into English: it is a reference to
both Shakespeare's The Tempest and a Donegal folk song),
when he was in his mid-twenties, to instant critical acclaim.
This ambitious work is an unabashed fantasy, and turns for its
inspiration to the oldest mythical text (and the oldest work of
fiction) we know: the Epic of Gilgamesh. Three different
plot-lines are skillfully interwoven in the narrative, all coming
together in the final climactic resolution. The first is a retelling
of the Gilgamesh story itself, but using the idioms of traditional
Gaelic storytelling, and eventually diverging from the original
by bringing in characters from Irish mythology. The second
plot-line is a science fiction story in which a mysterious physician from the Middle East comes to modem Ireland to experiment with immortality treatments, and gives an old man a new
lease on life by putting his brain in a schoolboy's body. This
hybrid creature, re-christened "Gilly" (that is, the new, successful Gilgamesh) has a youthful vigor and appetites while retaining all the memories of his past life, including an unhappy love
affair which he manages to revive, with tragic consequences.
His adventures take on the archetypal pattern of the original
Gilgamesh story. The third plot-line is a conventionally realistic
narrative which focuses on a young teacher named Seamus (like
the author, and undoubtedly his alter ego) teaching an Irish
summer course for high school students on an island off the
coast of Donegal, and his conflict with Micheal, a boy who
exemplifies all the cultural and social traits he loathes. At last
all the characters, living and dead, modem and mythological,
come together in a carnival scene where Time is magically
abolished, until Death reasserts its control. The voice of the
Narrator (clearly identified with the main characters of all the
plot-lines) intrudes at regular intervals throughout the novel to
tell the reader: "The story doesn't matter. Look me in the eyes."
All mythological narrative (and, by extension, all story-telling)
is, according to Mac Annaidh, about "death and the desire for
deathlessness" (to use Tolkien's words), and a continuation of
Gilgamesh's original quest. The author seeks to be heard and
understood for his own sake, rather than for any message he
brings; the fact that there is a story matters more than the actual
content of the story.
Two sequels to Cuaifeach - Mo Dha Mhici and Rubble na
Mickies - are not genre fantasy but continue to explore the
mythological themes introduced in the earlier novel, using some
of the same characters.
A resident of Porthmadoc in North Wales with a degree in
Celtic Studies, Robin Llywelyn also makes fresh use of the
Celtic storytelling tradition. His first novel, Seren Wen ar
Gefndir Gwyn (White Star on a White Background), is an
adventure fantasy set in an imaginary world, using narrative
techniques reminiscent of the Mabinogion, although the idiom is
colloquial modem North Welsh and the characters make prominent use of computers and other items of modem technology
(even as they encounter wholly fantastic beings). His second
book, O'r Harbwr Gwag i'r Cefnfor Gwyn (From the Empty
Harbor to the White Ocean) is less surrealistic and has more of
a classic novel structure, with a deeper concern for characterization, but here again wholly imaginary lands abut what is recognizably the modem world (as they do in the Mabinogion tales),
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and magical or mythological characters move in and out of the
plot without eliciting any jarring incredulity. An important trait
of Llywelyn's style is his avoidance of irony, despite the many
slapstick or outrageous elements in his plots: to enjoy these
books the reader must willingly suspend disbelief, as with all
classic genre fantasy.
By taking the Celtic storytelling tradition and using it not for
nostalgic pastiche but to express their innermost personal concerns, Mac Annaidh and Llywelyn have, each after his own
fashion, injected a new energy into the Celtic literature of our
own time.

rian empire is viewed with favor by its author, but not by
American critics. These comparisons will be made in broad,
general terms.

Bruce Leonard - "The Post Traumatic Stress Disorder of
Frodo Baggins"
Faery contains such wonders as dragons and magic jewels as
well as the Moon and the Sun and the Stars. Faery also contains
our native psychologies, even if it also contains ones supposedly
alien. Frodo's experiences as Ring-bearer are certainly alien and
traumatic but as will be delineated his reactions to the those
traumas were not fanciful nor fantasy. The title of this paper is
taken from the clinically recognized phenomena of reactions to
traumatic experiences. The text of The Lord of the Rings
provides sufficient elements of the signs and symptoms of
PTSD in Frodo to make this diagnosis.-(:>

Diana L. Paxson - reading from The Lord of Horses, in which
Sigfrid's widow Gudrun is married to Attila the Hun and the
Burgund princes meet their fate . Diana L. Paxson is author of the
Westria series, The White Raven, and more recently, the Fionn
MacCumhal and Wodan's Children trilogies.

- - - "Some Comments on Illustrations of the Arkenstone
Scene from The Hobbit" (Poster presentation in the Art Show).
The Arkenstone scene depicts the climax of Bilbo's moral
development in The Hobbit. The text is portrayed by Sarah
Beach, Michael Hague, Ted Nasmith & Patrick Wynne. These
different artistic portraits or interpretations helped me translate
some part of what I understood but could not articulate (literally
did not have speech for) from the printed words. Certain
similarities in how the figures are arranged and portrayed by the
different artists seem a significant part of the message to me.
Holly Lovato - "C.S. Lewis Passages"
lbis paper is for people who love Lewis and for those who
have not read Lewis. The former will have good memories and
the latter folks will learn why Lewis is so popular.
Nancy Martsch - "J.R.R. Tolkien and American Fantasy"
A while ago it was popular for American critics to denigrate
The Lord of the Rings as "elitist", because it depicted a monarchist, colonial government and a class society. But what the
critics failed to realize was that the work was English: had it
been set in England the socio-political situation would have
been instantly recognized and accepted.
What makes a work of fantasy English - or American? Not
the setting. It's more the point-of-view, the incorporation of
cultural ideals into the work. Certainly there are many aspects
of culture to study! I propose to focus on four themes: colonialism and rebellion, social class & the individual, technology, and
the concept of "home". The treatment of these themes in
Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings will be compared with differing
aspects of these themes in American works, to demonstrate
American ideas by contrast. To give one oversimplified example: Americans by virtue of their history tend to sympathize with
rebels, Englishmen with the mother country; hence the Gondo-

Marian O'Brien - "Archetypes and Symbols in Costuming"
This discussion, presented by the Rocky Mountain Costumers
Guild, will focus upon many of the "whys" in regards to the
raiment of ourselves. We will also cover what types of costumes
represent certain aspects of the mythological characters and their
attributes as well as how these notions apply as design elements
for both writers and costumers.

Heidi Peterson - "In the Beginning: Reading Lewis into the
Writing Nature Canon"
David Sandner- "The Fantastic Sublime: Tolkien's "On Fairystories and the Romantic Sublime"
In his essay "On Fairy-Stories," Tolkien defined fairy stories
not by the presence of fairies, but rather the presence of Faerie, of
another world, unreachable within the text itself. Tolkien describes fantasy as a wind that blows from beyond the world, a
typical Romantic metaphor for describing an overflow of feeling
moving through the soul. Fantasy itself cannot reveal this other
world; it can only bring the reader to the moment of perception
before apprehension of it, that is, to the moment of its quality for
being "indescribable, though not imperceptible." Tolkien's fairystory requires the reader to, as Wordsworth wrote, "see into the
life of things," a movement beyond the text which requires the
active participation of what Coleridge called the reader's "willing
suspension of disbelief ... which constitutes poetic faith ."
In Romanticism, the apprehension of the spirit in nature has
been called the "natural sublime." In the sublime movement, the
contemplation of a natural object leads to aesthetic rapture, which
produces a correspond overflow of feeling, revealing the transcendent. Tolkien's fairy-story is also a transformational literature.
Employing what I call the fantastic sublime, fairy-stories must
move the reader to glimpses beyond the printed page, because the
sublime does not lie in the text at all, but reveals, beyond it, Joy,
capital J. The fantastic sublime, like the natural sublime, requires
a visionary to arouse wonder and desire, fear of loss of identity
and a sudden rising above that is "poignant as grief."
William Sarjeant - "The Geology of Middle-earth" and a
separate reading of his fiction.
Arden Smith - "Rumilian Alphabet Workshop"
Paul Edwin Zimmer - reading from The King That Was of Old
his current work in progress which povides some of the background and mythic context for the rest of the series. Paul Edwin
Zimmer is author of The Dark Border, A Gathering of Heroes,
lngu/f the Mad, and other works.
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Key to the border of Rowen's drawing Door In The Hill. The border
elements represent Colorado native plants and animals.
1
2
3
4

Pasque Flower
Mountain Meadowsweet
Mountain Lion (track)
Sedge Grass
5 White Birch
6 Red Squirrel (track)
7 Engelmann Spruce
8 Wild Rose
9 Pronghorn Antelope (track)
10 Yucca
11 Paintbrush

12 Mountain Gentien
13 Banded Armadillo (track)
14 Shooting-star
15 Fremont Cottonwood
16 Black Bear (track)
17 Thimbleberry Bush
18 Locoweed
19 Grey Squirrel (track)
20 Big-head Clover
21 Blue Spruce

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Coyote (track)
Sandbar Willow
Blue-eyed Grass
Crow (track)
Colwnbine
Squawbush
Bobcat (track)
Gambel Oak
Golden-eye
Yarrow

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Bighorn Sheep (track)
Quacking Aspen
Chokecherry
Grey Wolf(track)
Elk-thistle
Harebell
Black-footed Ferret (track)
Bristlecone Pine
False Lupine
Elk (track)
The Flatirons

Mythopeic Conferences
I, September 4-7, 1970. Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, Calif.
Combined with Tolkien Conference Ill. Guest of Honor: C.S. Kilby
(Inklings scholar & curator). Chainnan: Glen GoodKnight.
II, September 3-6, 1971. Francisco Torres Conference Center, Santa
Barbara, Calif. Guest of Honor: Mary McDennott Shideler
(Williams scholar). Chainnan: Glen GoodKnight.
Ill, June JO-July 4, 1972. Edgewater Hyatt House, Long Beach, Calif.
Held in conjunction with Westercon XXV. Guest of Honor: Poul
Anderson (fantasy writer). Chainnan: Glen GoodKnight.
IV, August 17-20, 1973. Francisco Torres Conference Center, Santa
Barbara, Calif. Guests of Honor: Peter S. Beagle (fantasy author)
and Richard Plotz (founder of the Tolkien Society of America).
Chainnan: Glen GoodKnight.
V, August 23-26, 1974. Scripps College, Claremont, Calif. "The
MabinogiCon": Celtic and Welsh Influence in Mythopoeic Literature. Guests of Honor: Evangeline Walton (fantasy author) and
Kathryn Lindskoog (Lewis scholar).
VI, August 15-18, 1975. Scripps College, Claremont, Calif. The
Fictional Worlds ofC.S. Lewis. Guests of Honor: Walter Hooper
(Lewis scholar & executor) and Ed Meskys (fonner Thain of the
Tolkien Society of America). Chairman: Bruce McMenomy.
VII, August 13-16, 1976. Westbridge Conference Center, Sacramento, Calif. Arthurian Elements in Williams, Lewis, and Tolkien.
Guest of Honor: Thomas Howard (Inklings scholar). Chainnan:
Bruce McMenomy; Conference Co-ordinator: Mary Monnan.
VIII, August 26-29, 1977. University of California-San Diego, La
Jolla. The "Lesser" Works of J.R.R. Tolkien. Guest of Honor:
Richard L. Purtill (Inklings scholar and fantasy author). Chainnan:
Bruce McMenomy; Local Co-ordinators: Andy Howard and Sandi
Howard.
IX, August 11-13, 1978. Ambassador Inn, West Sacramento, Calif.
Deryni. Guest of Honor: Katherine Kurtz (fantasy author). Chairman: Michael Monnan.
X, July 12- 15, 1979. Hyatt House, San Jose, Calif. "The Silmarillicon". Guests of Honor: Annette Harper (fantasy artist) and Jim
Allan (Tolkien linguist). Chair: Lisa Deutsch Harrigan.
XI, July 25-28, 1980. University of Nevada, Reno. Joy in the Great
Dance. Guest of Honor: Glen GoodKnight (founder of the
Mythopoeic Society). Chairperson: Debbie Smith.
XII, August 7-10, 1981. Mills College, Oakland, Calif. A Festival in
Faerie. Guests of Honor: Elizabeth M. Pope (fantasy author and
scholar) and Joe R. Christopher (Lewis scholar and Inklings bibliographer). Chair: Diana L. Paxson.
X Ill, August 13-16, 1982. Chapman College, Orange, Calif. "Celtic
Con": The Celtic Influence on Fantasy Literature. Special guests
were: Nancy-Lou Patterson (keynote speaker), Marion Zimmer
Bradley, Tim Kirk, Katherine Kurtz, Kathryn Lindskoog, Ataniel
Noel, Paul Edwin Zimmer, Bernie Zuber. Director: Lisa Cowan.
XIV, August 12-15, 1983. Scripps College, Claremont, Calif. Mythic
Structures in Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams. Guests of Honor: C.S.
Kilby (Inklings scholar & curator) and Stephen R. Donaldson
(fantasy author). Chainnan: Glen GoodKnight.
XV, August 10-13, 1984. Mills College, Oakland, Calif. The Wood
Between the Worlds.
Guests of Honor: Jane Yolen

(fantasy author) and Paul Ford (Lewis scholar).
Rauscher.

Chair: Eric

XVI, July 26-29, 1985. Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois. A
Kinship of Dancers: Interplay in the Lives and Works of Lewis,
Tolkien, and Williams. Guests of Honor: Patricia McKillip (fantasy
author) and Peter Schakel (Lewis scholar). Chainnan: Diana Lynne
Pavlac.

XVII, August 8-11 , 1986. California State University, Long Beach.
The Daughters of Beatrice: Women in Fantasy. Guests of Honor:
Charles de Lint (fantasy author) and Judith Kollmann (Williams
scholar). Co-chairs: Sarah Beach and Peter Lowentrout.
XVIII, July 24-27, 1987. Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Looking Back From Weathertop: A Fifty Years' Retrospective
on The Hobbit. Guests of Honor: Christopher Tolkien (Tolkien
scholar and executor) and John Bellairs (fantasy author). Chair:
Gregory G.H. Rihn.
XIX, July 29-August I, 1988. Clark Kerr Campus, Berkeley, Calif.
Legends for a New Land: Fantasy in America. Guests of Honor:
Ursula K. Le Guin (fantasy author) and Brian Attebery (fantasy
scholar). Chair: David Bratman.
XX, July 28-31, 1989. University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
Mythic Elements in Fantasy. Guests of Honor: Guy Gavriel Kay
(fantasy author) and Raymond H. Thompson (Arthurian scholar).
Chainnan: Lynn J.R. Wytenbroek .

XXI, August 3-6, 1990. California State University, Long Beach.
Aspects of Love in Fantasy. Guests of Honor: Diana L. Paxson
(fantasy author and musician) and Patrick Wynne (fantasy art ist and
Tolkien linguist). Chainnan: Jo Alida Wilcox; Conference Coordinator: Bill Welden.
XXII, July 26-29, 1991. Clarion Hotel , San Diego, Calif. The Hero
Cycle: Archetypes in Fantasy Literature. Guests of Honor: C.J .
Cherryh (fantasy author) and Stephen W. Potts (myth and fantasy
scholar). Chair: Linda Sundstrom.

XXIII, August 17-24, 1992. Keble College, Oxford, England. The
J.R.R. Tolkien Centenary Conference. Co-sponsored with The
Tolkien Society. 16 special guests, including Christopher, John,
and Priscilla Tolkien. Chainnan: Christina Scull.
XXlV, July JO-August 2, 1993. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Down the Hobbit-hole & Through the Wardrobe: Fantasy in
Children's Literature. Guests of Honor: Carol Kendall (fantasy
author) and Jane Yolen (fantasy scholar and author). Chair: David
Lenander.
XXV, August 5-8, 1994. American University, Washington, D.C.
The Language of Myth. Guests of Honor: Madeleine L'Engle
(fantasy author), Judith Mitchell (fantasy artist), and Verlyn Flieger
(Tolkien scholar). Chair: Wendell Wagner.

XXVI, August 4-7, 1995. Clark Kerr Campus, Berkeley, Calif.
Fairies in the Garden, Monsters at the Mall: Fantasy in the World
Around Us. Guests of Honor: Tim Powers (fantasy author) and
Michael R. Collings (Lewis and fantasy scholar). Chair: Eleanor
Farrell.

XXVII, July 26-29, 1996. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
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Magic in the Mountains, Wonder in the Woods: The Inklings and
Nature. Guests of Honor: Doris T. Myers (Inklings scholar) and
Ted Nasmith (Tolkien artist). Chair: Bruce Leonard.

Mythcon XXVII Committee
Bruce Leonard
Betty Leonard
Christina Leonard-Breth
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Doug Burger
Norman Breth
Andrew Todd
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Aleen Bachman
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Travis & Justin Wright
Marian O'Brien Clark
Bruce Miller
Judy Peters

Chairman / Schedule
Treasurer / Registration
Registration
Art Show Coordinator
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Video Program
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Printing / Computers
Marketing / Computers
Musical
Musical & Art
Musical
Musical
Game Room
Special Assistants
Masquerade
Art Show Construction
Trucks

Conference Members
E. H. Alexander
Carol D. Angel
Linda "Aleen" Backman
Diane Joy Baker
Sarah Beach
Jane Bigelow
Marcia Bigger
Janice M. Bogstad
Bernadette Bosky
Joanne Burnett-Bowen
David Bratman
Christina Breth
Matthew Breth
Norman Breth
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Tim & Bonnie Callahan
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Janis Coulter
Edith L. Crowe
Marta Garcia de la Puerta
Darien De Lu
Ronda Del Boccio
Steve Deyo
Paula DiSante
David Downing
Cynthia Dye
Elisabeth Edin
Christin Evans
Ken Evans

Ryan Evans
Eleanor Farrell
Clay Fenlason
Kyle Alexandria Ferstead
Tina Fields
Verlyn Flieger
Mike Foster
Janis Frame
Wesley & Christine Frank
Mike Glyer
Glen Goodknight
Martina Grasse
Debra Grove
G. R. Grove
Stephanie Hall
Peggy Hamilton
Wayne G. Hammond
Lisa Deutsch Harrigan
Christopher J. Henrich
Susan Hill
Cary C. Hoagland
Vaughn Howland
Gary & Sylvia Hunnewell
Tristan Hunnewell
David Hyttenrauch
Jo Ann Johnson
Michael Johnson
Mary Jo Kapsalis

Philip Kaveny
Alexei Kondratiev
Sarnmuel Edward Konkin III
Dorthy T. Koone
Kenneth T. H. Lauw
D. David Lenander
Betty Leonard
Bruce Leonard
Marcy Leonard
Holly Lovato
Kevin & Sedona Maniak
Barbara Mann
Nancy Martsch
Patricia Mascaro
Lynn M. Maudlin
Bruce Miller
Doris & Thomas Myers
Ted & Donna Nasmith
Julia Nowak
Manuel Nunez
Amy Nyman
Marian O' Brien-Clark
Anne Osborn
Diana Pavlac-Glyer
Diana Paxson
Berni Phillips
Bonnie Rauscher
Eric Rauscher
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David Sandner
William Sarjeant
Christina Scull
Mary McDermott Shideler
Ron Siskind
Arden Smith
Lee Speth
Chris Steffy
Conrad & Mary Stolzenbach
Elizabeth Titcomb
Andrew Todd
Marion P. Van Loo
Steven C. Wager
Wendell Wagner
Jo Wilcox & William Welden
Chris Welden
Julia Welden
Connie Willis
Ann Wilson
Amy M. Wisniewski
Ben Woerner
Jody Woerner
William Wright
Justin Wright
Lynne Wright
Travis Wright
Patricia Yarrow
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The Awards
MYTHOPOEICFANTASY AWARD
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

The Crystal Cave by Mary Stewart
Red Moon and Black Mountain by Joy Chant
The Song of Rhiannon by Evangeline Walton
The Hollow Hills by Mary Stewart
A Midsummer Tempest by Poul Anderson
Unfinished Tales by J.R.R. Tolkien
Little, Big by John Crowley
The Firelings by Carol Kendall
When Voiha Wakes by Joy Chant
Cards of Grief by Jane Yolen
Bridge of Birds by Barry Hughart
The Folk of the Air by Peter S. Beagle
Seventh Son by Orson Scott Card
Unicom Mountain by Michael Bishop
The Stress of Her Regard by Tim Powers
Thomas the Rhymer by Ellen Kushner

MYTHOPOEIC FANTASY AWARD FOR
ADULT LITERATURE
1992
1993
1994
1995

A Woman of the Iron People by Eleanor Amason
Briar Rose by Jane Yolen
The Porcelain Dove by Delia Sherman
Something Rich and Strange by Patricia A. McKillip

MYTHOPOEIC FANTASY AWARD FOR
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
1992
1993
1994
1995

Haruan and the Sea of Stories by Salman Rushdie
Knight's Wyrd by Debra Doyle and James D. Macdonald
The Kingdom of Kevin Malone by Suzy McKee Cbamas
Owl in Love by Patrice Kindl

MYTHOPOEIC SCHOLARSIDP AWARD
(IN INKLINGS STUDIES)
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976

C.S. Kilby; Mary McDermott Shideler
Walter Hooper
Master of Middle-earth by Paul H. Kocher
C.S. Lewis, Mere Christian by Kathryn Lindskoog
Tolkien Criticism by Richard C. West; C.S. Lewis, An
Annotated Checklist by Joe R. Christopher and Joan K.
Ostling; Charles W .S. Williams, A Checklist by Lois
Glenn
1982 The Inklings by Humphrey Carpenter
1983 Companion to Narnia by Paul F. Ford
1984 The Road to Middle-earth by T.A. Shippey
1985 Reason and Imagination in C.S. Lewis by Peter J. Schakel
1986 Charles Williams, Poet of Theology by Glen Cavaliero
1987 J.R.R. Tolkien: Myth. Morality and Religion by Richard

Purtill
1988 C.S. Lewis by Joe R. Christopher
1989 The Return of the Shadow by J.R.R. Tolkien, edited by
Christopher Tolkien
1990 The Annotated Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien, edited by

Douglas A. Anderson
1991 Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times by George Sayer
1992 Word and Story in C.S. Lewis edited by Peter J. Schakel
and Charles A. Huttar
1993 Planets in Peril by David C. Downing
1994 J.R.R. Tolkien, A Descriptive Bibliography by Wayne G.
Hammond with the assistance of Douglas A. Anderson
1995 C.S. Lewis in Context by Doris T. Myers

MYTHOPOEIC SCHOLARSHIP AWARD IN
MYTH AND FANTASY STUDIES
1992
1993
1994
1995

The Victorian Fantasists ed. by Kath Filmer
Strategies of Fantasy by Brian Attebery
Twentieth-Century Fantasists ed. by Kath Filmer
Old Tales and New Truths by James Roy King

THE NOMINEES FOR THE 1996
MYTHOPOEIC AWARDS
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature
Brittle Innings by Michael Bishop
All the Bells on Earth by James P. Blaylock
Waking the Moon by Elizabeth Hand
The Book of Atrix Wolfe by Patricia A. McKillip
The Dragon Path by Kenneth Morris

Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for
Children's Literature
The Boggart by Susan Cooper
Falcon's Egg by Luli Gray
The Crown of Dalemark by Diana Wynne Jones
Wren's War by Sherwood Smith
The Mennyms by Sylvia Waugh

Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in
Inklings Studies
The Fiction of C.S. Lewis: Mask and Mirror by Kath Filmer
The Hobbit: A Journey into Maturity by William H. Green
J.R.R. Tolkien: Artist & illustrator. by Wayne G. Hammond and
Christina Scull
C.S. Lewis: A Reference Guide 1972-1988 by Susan Lowenberg
The Chronicles ofNarnia: The Patterning of a Fantastic World
by Colin Manlove

Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in
Myth and Fantasy Studies
T.H. White's The Once and Future King by Elisabeth Brewer
The Seed and the Vision: On the Writing and Appreciation of
Children's Books by Eleanor Cameron
When Toys Come Alive: Narratives of Animation, Metamorphosis. and Development by Lois Rostow Kumets
From the Beast to the Blonde: On Fairy Tales and Their Tellers

The Mythopoeic Society and the
Mythopoeic Awards
The Mythopoeic Society is a non-profit international
Mythlore, a quarterly journal with articles on fantasy
literary and educational organiz.ation for the study,
and mythic literature, is $15 per year.
discussion, and enjoyment of fantasy and mythic
literature, especially the
The Mythic Circle, a thriceworks of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S.
yearly magazine of fiction
Lewis, and Charles Williams.
and poetry, is $13 per year.
COUNCIL OF STEWARDS
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ences (Myth.cons), DiscusThe Fantasy Awards honor
Joe R. Chrisopher
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Lyle Dorsett
terest
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spirit of the Inklings", in two
Gracia Fay Ellwood
Mythopoeic A wards, and
categories, adult and chilCharles B. Elston
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Huttar
three periodical publications.
dren's literature. The ScholKathryn Lindskoog
arship Awards honor works
Edmund R. Meskys
Membership in the Society is
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significant contribution to
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about
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